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Consider a univariate counting process on the time interval <3=[0,T) or [0,T] C[O,oo] with continuous 
compensator A . Suppose we are interested in testing the hypothesis: A = cA 0 for some unknown con-
stant c >0 and a given observed process A 0• For example, suppose N has intensity process A with 
A(t)=A(t)Y(t) for some observable process Y and some unknown function A, and take 
A 0(t)=f6Y(s)ds. The hypothesis A =cA 0 corresponds to the interesting hypothesis A=constant. 
The total time on test plot and the cumulative total time on test statistic are two common techniques 
for investigating this hypothsis when the alternatives of special interest are that dA / dA 0 is monotone 
(i.e. in our example, A is monotone). They are based on the observation that in the new time scale 
measured by A 0, N is transformed into the process N°A 0- 1 which, under the null-hypothesis, is a 
counting process with constant intensity c on the (random) time interval [O,A 0(T)]; i.e. a randomly 
stopped Poisson process with constant intensity. Under the alternative it is a counting process with 
monotone intensity (dA / dA 0) 0 A 0- 1 • (See Aalen & Hoem, 1978). 
The total time on test plot is usually carried out as follows: choose some number of events R (in 
classical applications R is a fixed number r say, but this is not in general possible 1 ) such that 
TR <T almost surely (here 0<T1<T2< · · · are the jump times of N; say T1=T for all e>N(T)), and 
make a plot of A0(T;)/ A 0(TR) versus i / R, i =0,1, ... ,R. Under the null-hypothesis the plot should 
approximate the straight line y =x, x E[0,1]. Under the alternative it tends to be concave or convex 
depending on other dA / dA 0 is decreasing or increasing. The cumulative total time on text statistic is 
the quantity ~iR=j 1A 0(T;) /A 0(TR ). The standardized version of the statistic corresponds to the 
(signed) area between total time on test plot and the line y =x (using an appropriate interpolation 
convention between consecutive plotting positions). 
More generally one could think of choosing some random time T (not necessarily even a stopping 
time: e.g. the last jump time before some fixed time t) and plotting A 0(t)/ A 0(T) against 
N (t) / N (T),t E[O,T]. Taking T = TR gives the previous plot with a particular interpolation 
convention. We shall develop some asymptotic null-hypothesis distribution theory for this plot. 
From this we obtain asymptotics for the signed area between plot and diagonal; i.e. for the 
cumulative total time on test statistic. 
Now if N(T)~r with probability l, and we take T=Tn exact distributional results are available for 
plot and statistic since N °A 0- 1 , stopped at A 0(Tr ), is simply (under the null-hypothesis) a Poisson 
I. This point is often overlooked; cf. Barlow & Proschan (1969) and many later authors. 
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process with constant intensity c stopped at the r 'th event. The plot has the same distribution as the 
empirical d.f. based on r -1 i.i.d. uniform [0,1] r.v.'s. Large sample results (i.e. as r~oo) for plot and 
statistic are now immediately available: we have a Brownian bridge and the signed area beneath a 
Brownian bridge respectively. 
So we shall consider here the case when T is chosen as arbitrarily as possible; not even necessarily 
as a stopping time. Consider a sequence of situations indexed by n , all under the null-hypothesis with 
A =An = cA 0 for a fixed constant c. Our results are obtained under the following simple assumption 
on the times T = rn .. 
ASSUMPTION: Suppose rn is such that there exists a sequence of constants an ~oo as n ~oo such that 
'3' 
A8(rn)/an ~ aE(O,oo) as n~oo. 
Consider the processes Nn °(A 0 /an )- 1• These have intensity can on [O,A 0 ( T) /an]. At this final 
time instant A(l(T) /an (if it is finite) start up an independent Poisson process with constant intensity 
can and fasten it on to Nn°(A 0 / an)- 1• In this way we obtain a process un say, coinciding with 
Nno(Ao /an)- 1 on [O,A(l(T)/an], with intensity can on the whole line. So Un is a Poisson process 
and we have easily · 
I "" I 
-un ·v -(an) 2(- - cl)~ c 2 W in D[O,oo) 
an 
where W is a standard Wiener process and I is the identity function I(x)=x. Now look at the pro-
cess vn defined by 
An(Tn) 
vn(x) = un(x 0 n ), x E[O,l] 
a 
i.e. on [O, 1] 
sinee A 0 (rn)~Ao(T) a.s.; i.e. we don't run into the appended Poisson process. Recall that 
A0(rn) 'il' • ---~a. Smee 
an 
'3' 
we obtain Nn (Tn) /an ~ c a. 
By a change of time argument (see appendix) we have in D[O,l] 
f un A(l(Tn) 6D f 6D (an) (--cl)o( ·I)~ c W 0 (a.I)= W(ca.I) 
an an 
i.e. 
Since W has continuous paths the process obtained from the process on the left-hand side by 
3 
subtracting the straight line connecting its end points (at x =O and x = 1) also converges in distribu-
tion; i.e. 
1 vn ..!'.:ill 6j) (an) (-- ./) ~ W(ca.l)-W(ca).l 
an an 
where B 0 is a Brownian Bridge on [O, 1 ]: We have obtained therefore 
_ _!_ 6j) _!_ 
(an) 2(Nn o(A8 )- 1o(A8 (Tn ).!)-Nn (Tn )./) ~(ca) 2 BO 
from which it easily follows that: 
_!_ Nn o(A n )-lo(A n (rn ).!) 6j) 
Nn(Tn)2( o o _I)~ Bo. 
Nn(rn) 
This is the required result since a plot of 
Nn o(A8 )- 1o(Ag(rn ).x) 
against x 
is a plot of Nn (t) / Nn (Tn) against A 8 (t) /A 8 (Tn) (replace x by this last quantity). 
Thus the total time on test plot (under the null-hypothesis) has the same asymptotic distribution as the uni-
form empirical df, taking Nn (rn) as the number of observations. 
We obtain immediately that the asymptotic distribution of the signed area between total time on 
I 6j) 
test plot and diagonal, times Nn(Tn)2, is the same as that of JJB 0dx=m.{,O, 1~) which is the required 
result on the cumulative total time on test statistic. 
ExAMPLES. Suppose there exist an~oo as n~oo such that 0>(Nn('T);;;;:.an)~l. Then we can consider 
the total time on test plot for the first an events; i.e. take Tn = r; •. We show how we can recover the 
classical asymptotic results on the total time on test statistic from our general result. To simplify the 
di~cussion suppose actually Nn('T)';;;;:.an almost surely for each n. We have Nn(rn)=an almost surely. 
By the properties of a compensator of a counting process, we have 
&((Nn(Tn)-cA8(Tn))2) = &(cA8(Tn)) = &(Nn(Tn))=an. 
An(Tn) 'iP 
Thus &(( 0 - .l )2) = ~~o as n ~oo and our condition A 8 (Tn) /an ~a = c - I is satisfied. 
an c anc 
More generally, one can check that if rn is a stopping time for each n and an ~oo satisfies both 
'3' 
Nn(Tn)/an~1, and 
then 
&(Nn (Tn )) /(an )2~o as n ~oo, 
'ii' 
A8(Tn)/an~c- 1 asn~oo. 
For a second example, consider the classical random censorship model (X;,SJ= (min(X;,C;), 
I {X; .;;;;C; }), i = l, ... ,n where Xl>····Xn and CI>···•Cn are all independent and non-negative, the X;'s 
with absolutely continuous distribution function F and the C; 's with distribution function G. Define 
Nn(t)=# {i:X;.;;;;t,S;=l} and r(t)=# {i:X;;;;;:.t}. Then Nn is a counting process with intensity 
An = yn .i\ where i\ is the hazard rate of F. Taking A 8 (t) = f 6 yn (s )ds, we obtain a plot and a test 
statistic for testing exponentially of F versus alternatives of an increasing or decreasing hazard rate. 
If we use all the observations, i.e. take Tn = oo, we see that 
'iP 
A0(r) / n~fo00(1-F(s))(l -G(s))ds =t;(X; )..;;t;(X; )<oo 
when A. is constant so our conditions are satisfied with an =n. 
4 
This example brings up the question as to whether the total time on test plot described here is the 
appropriate generalization from the uncensored to the censored case. As n ~oo the plot converges to 
the curve obtained by plotting 
Jfi(l -G(s -))dF(s) 
f i)(l -G(s -))dF(s) 
against 
Jfi(l-G(s -))(1-F(s))ds 
t E[O,oo) f 000(1-G(s - ))(1- F(s ))ds' 
which depends heavily on the censoring distribution G (though to be sure it is convex or concave 
according to whether A. is decreasing or increasing). If one is really more interested in estimating the 
curve obtained when G _O, then one would do this by replacing F by the product-limit estimator and 
deleting G. Unfortunately the asymptotic distribution theory becomes rather more complicated then 
(see Gill, 1983). 
'iP 'iP 
REMARKS. One might hope that Nn(Tn)~oo or A 0 (Tn)~oo would be sufficient to prove our weak 
convergence result. However this is easily seen not to be the case. Suppose for instance Nn is a stan-
dard Poisson process, A 0 =I, c = l, and let Tn be the stopping time: the first time after the n 'th 
event that the cumulative total time on test statistic takes a positive value. One can show that Tn < oo 
with probability one for each n . Obviously we cannot now have weak convergence to a Brownian 
bridge. 
Two-sample versions of the total time on test plot and statistic are introduced by Gill & 
Schumacher ( 1985). 
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APPENDIX. A LEMMA ON RANDOM TIME CHANGE 
qi 'iP 
LEMMA. Suppose xn~x in D[O,o] and rn~T<O' as n~oo where x has continuous sample paths and 
qi 
rn E[O,o]for all n almost surely. Then yn =Xn°(Tn.l) satisfies r~xo(T.l) in D[O,l]. 
PROOF. By a Skorohod-Dudley construction (cf. Vervaat 1972 for a statement and nice application 
of this) and continuity of the paths of X, we may suppose that we have on a single sample space 
llXn - XII" --,) 0 a.s. 
Tn --,) T a.S. 
where II. Ila is the supremum norm on [O,a ]. Immediately we have 
llXn °(Tn .I)- X 0 (Tn ./)Iii --,) 0 a.s. 
We must check 
But 
llX0 (rn .I)-Xo(T.!)11 1 
= sup I X(Tn x)-X(Tx) I 
x E[ll.l] 
.;;;;; sup IX(u)-X(v)I 
u,v:lu-v 1~11"-TI 
--,) 0 a.s. as n --,) oo 
since the paths of X are continuous. We now have 
llXn o(Tn .I)-X 0 ('r.J)ll 1-,)0 a.s. 
which implies 
6j) 
Xno(Tn.I)--,) Xo(T.l). 
in D[O,l]. D 
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